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From discovering the schools of the world …

… to discovering the underwater world
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4 UNDER THE OCEAN is a 11 months family adventure.

A family coming from South West of France (Gers) leaving for a world tour

THEIR world tour

Lovers of travels and scuba diving as well loving meeting people, the objective is to visit and discover a dozen of countries,

ON and UNDER the water

Departure planned on July 17, 2017 - Return forecasted in June 2018
WHO ARE WE?

JULIETTE: the moray
Majestic and wild
She is the princess of the adventure. She is 9 years old.
She is curious and sensible as she can moan (when she is hungry).

VICTOR: the clown fish
Little but earning respect
He is the cheerful fellow of the family.
He is 7 years old.
Always in a good mood and smiling, he is as well apprehensive.

FRANCOIS: the grouper
Calm and solid
He is the quiet force of the family.
Teacher and educational guarantee of the trip. Patient and doting-father, he is forgetful for what he is not interested in.

EMILIE: the Napo
Determined and straight
She is the Super-Mum of the family. Nurse and health guarantee of the trip. ‘Bon vivant’ and very smiling, but equally demanding.
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THE ITINERARY

- Thailand
- Laos
- Cambodia
- New Zealand
- Australia
- South Africa
- Argentina
- Chile
- Peru
- Polynesia
- New Caledonia
- Bolivia
- Sri Lanka
- Australia
- New Zealand
THE TRIP

Departure from TOULOUSE with our backpacks

Travels through the different stops (world Tour Ticket)

On-site: all means of transportation would be accepted... including the ones that we don't know yet. No doubt that walking would be our best friend as well!

THE FOOD
Forget the French South West cuisine. We will eat LOCAL food, at homestay, in traditional restaurants or by cooking ourselves.

THE ACCOMMODATION
Mainly guest houses, bed-and-breakfast, and sometimes hotels
SHARING our adventure is our willing and commitment

Throughout our trip
our BLOG will be regularly updated with:

The Journey Log: daily notes from visits and unexpected places

The Report: “Our life under water”

The heading: “One Day, One School”

Several school classrooms will actively follow our adventure:

St-Exupery school in Auch (Gers):
Juliette & Victor school

ITEP in Jegun (Gers):
Specialized institution where François is teaching

and more...

Weekly VC conferences
BLOG: commentary section + Q&A
In each country that we will visit, we will spend one full day in a school

**LIVE** a new & fulfilling school experience

**DISCOVER** a new educational system

**SHARE** moments with children and teachers from abroad

**SHARE** our world tour and our project

updated photo slideshow from the trip + Presentation, with video, of ‘My home and My school’ in **France**
Our objective:
Introduce the underwater life (from the different oceans & seas) and the importance to preserve it to the children that we will meet around the world.

The most beautiful scuba-diving spots in the world

2 highly experienced scuba-divers

2 scuba-divers in the making

Exceptional sub-marine datings

scuba-diving reports, sub-marine pictures and videos for children
Would you be interested to participate in our project?

For the trip, we will need:

CONTACTS of

- French schools in the world willing to relay the adventure of the “4 UNDER THE OCEAN”
- Foreign schools willing to welcome us
- Scuba-diving clubs willing to drive us in the discovery of their spots

ACCOMODATION

- homestay, guest houses, Y.M.C.A ...
- or simply useful addresses, travel guides ...

EQUIPMENT

- Trip: bag packs, protective cover, waterproof bags, headlamps ...
- Dive: wetsuit, fins, mask, snorkel, equipment for children...
- IT/ photo/ video: PC, GoPro, camera, hard drive, memory cards...

For each of our partners:

Visibility on our blog as well in our media communications

Development of specific initiatives aligned with your internal policy: drafting of articles tailored to your website/intranet. Photo exhibition and conferences within your company.
CONTACTS

www.les4souslocean.com

les4souslocean@gmail.com